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Background on quantum annealing

►Modern quantum annealers can solve (NP-hard) optimization problems such as
the Minimum Vertex Cover or the Maximum Clique problem.
► One main constraint: hardware size. D-Wave 2X has 1024 qubits but only
about 45 variables can be embedded on its hardware graph. The D-Wave
2000Q has 2048 qubits leading to 65 embeddable variables.
► One solution: problem-specific decomposition algorithms which allow
us to solve the Minimum Vertex Cover problem for graphs larger than
the embeddable size on D-Wave.

Basic concept

►We want to solve problems of arbitrary
size on the contrained architecture of a quantum
annealer such as the D-Wave 2X or 2000Q.

 

Maximum Clique problem

Performance on future D-Wave
architectures

Decomposition strategies

 

Analysis: Vertex
selection strategies

      Analysis: Lower/
upper bounds and reduction techniques

 

Best algorithms: DBK and DBR

Minimum Vertex Cover
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Objective function that D-Wave can minimize:

If xi∈{-1,+1} then H is called an Ising Hamiltonian, and H
is called a QUBO problem (quadratic unconstrained binary
optimization) if xi∈{0,1}.

QUBO of the
Maximum Clique

problem (A=1, B=2):

QUBO for the Minimum
Vertex Cover problem (A=2, B=1):

where ai∈R and aij∈R are user-specified weights.
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original problem

subproblems created during the recursive decomposition

Vertex cover:

Minimum vertex cover:

► Idea: Split up the original input graph into two subgraphs
such that solving the MC or MVC problem on both allows us
to construct an optimal solution of the entire problem in small
extra time. Apply recursively until subgraphs are small enough.

► Additionally: Minimise the number of created subproblems. For this
we test different bounds and reduction algorithms.
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                      Choice of the vertex v to split
               the graph: lowest, highest, and median
          degree vertex, as well as a random vertex.

Solution time: CPU clock time to decompose into
      subproblems of size 46 + 1.6 sec * N (N=number
            of leaf subproblems and 1.6 sec is the time
                                                     for 10000 anneals)

DBK for Maximum Clique: lowest degree vertex selection, chromatic
upper and decomposition lower bounds, and k-core reduction.

► Apply DBK and DBR to different D-Wave architectures
using graphs of fixed density 0.5. Measure solution time.

(red: vertex in MVC, white: vertex not in MVC)
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Test graphs have
65 vertices and
varying density.

Maximum Clique

Minimum Vertex Cover
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► Maximum clique (MC): one of Karp's 21 classical NP-complete problems.
► Applications: network analysis, bioinformatics, and computational chemistry.
► Definition: Undirected graph G = (V,E). A clique is a subset S⊆V forming
        a complete subgraph, meaning that any two vertices of S are connected by
                                                                                                          an edge in G.

► MVC is one of Karp's 21 classical
    NP-complete graph problems.
    ► Applications: bioinformatics,
       security, computational chemistry.
       ► Definition: Undirected graph
         G = (V,E). A vertex cover V' is a
          subset of V if for all (u,v)∈E it
           holds true that u∈V' or v∈V'.
            The smallest set V' is called the
             minimum vertex cover.

Bounds on the size of the maximum
clique or minimal vertex cover in
each subproblem are used to delete
branches which cannot contain the
optimal solution. Reductions reduce
the size of subproblems during the
decomposition.

Bounds: Bound one branch with best
solution obtained from the other
branch ("decomp"), Lovász
number, chromatic number,
FMC solver.

Reductions: Remove neighbors in triangles,
   persistency analysis of
     Boros and Hammer (2002),
        branch and bound.

DBR for Minimum Vertex Cover:
highest degree vertex selection,
decomp-chrome bound, neighbor
based vertex removal.

Test graphs with 65 vertices
and varying density.
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► D-Wave 2X and 2000Q
share the same qubit
connectivity leading to
similar scaling behavior.
D-Wave Pegasus has more
qubits and higher qubit
connectivity, resulting in a
speedup of DBK/DBR
on Pegasus.
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